message from the president of the AMS
The AMS needs your help. When the Annual Dues Statement arrives this fall, you will find a questionnaire on the back
that represents the first comprehensive demographic survey of our membership done in 15 years*. This survey will be
successful only if all members take the time to complete it.
Why is the Society conducting a membership survey? Last January, the AMS Council decided to establish an ad hoc
Committee on Surveys in response to requests for information about our membership from many and diverse parts of
the Society. These groups, whether boards of our various commissions or officers of the AMS, need to understand the
character of our membership in order to carry out their responsibilities and to ensure that the needs of all parts of the
AMS are met.
There is much we need to know about our members. W e need to understand the makeup and size of the various
constituencies and their growth with time; we need to identify subgroups for specialized surveys; we need to establish
a baseline that will allow us to identify trends in atmospheric and related scientific fields. The last requires periodic
updates, which we hope to do every several years. W e would like to provide information to young people who are
considering careers in the atmospheric and related sciences. Our planning commission needs much the same information.
The list goes on, but the bottom line is that in order to serve its members, the AMS must "know itself."
The data collected as part of the survey will be handled confidentially and at no time will information about an
individual be released by the AMS to third parties. Survey questions range from educational background to demographic
characteristics. They have been designed so that the survey can be completed (and analyzed) quickly and easily. The
information will be made available in the form of statistical summaries. An analysis of this survey will be done early
next year and the results published in an issue of BAMS.
The results of surveys such as this are interesting and helpful in conducting the business of a professional society.
Please help to make this a successful endeavor by participating.
Joanne Simpson
President

* The last general survey was done in 1975 by William Kellogg and published in 1977 in BAMS,
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The
Winning
Combination
1

Pick

a REGIONAL
image and
NOWrad will
give you a
2 km image
composited
simultaneously
from up to
individual
radar sites.

from WSI's NOWrad®

Let NOWrad, WSI's new
weather radar service, make
you a winner. It's a sure bet to
save you time and money.
With Q local phone call,
NOWrad delivers the most
technologically advanced
service available - with your
pick of regional and national
radar images composited
simultaneously
from multiple
NWS sites
every ^
minutes. Plus
24-hour image
archiving for
looping. And
much more...

Pick
any one of
cities nationwide as the
center of your
REGIONAL
image.

Pick
You pick the combination. Make one local
phone call and NOWrad
makes you the winner.

mm

the NATIONAL
imaae with up
to ^
sites
composited
simultaneously.
Or pick a
quadrant with
data from up to
^
sites.

WSfCORPORATION

41 North Road, Bedford, MA 01730. Telephone: 617-275-5300
NOWrad and WSI are registered trademarks of WSI Corporation.
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